ABOUT US    Excelicon represents Excellence in Technology Consulting. Leveraging our proven lean Access, Improve, Manage methodology (AIM), we deliver unmatched efficiencies throughout your technology portfolios - whether cyber, applications, infrastructure, or training services we will improve your business processes and your speed to market. Excelicon is your partner for bringing efficient innovation to your business and technology challenges.

CAPABILITIES

CYBERSECURITY
Excelicon provides Cybersecurity Governance and Policy services such as policy reviews and implementation strategy, current Cybersecurity policy and process reviews, implementation of Governance framework for House of Representatives, and provides Cybersecurity for Department of Homeland Security Headquarters and Federal Emergency Management Agency, Department of Labor, and the US Army.

DEV SEC OPS
Excelicon provides Agile DevSecOps including Cloud migration and implementation strategies that are tailored to the client's scalability, availability, and security requirements through the study of on-premise, hybrid, public/private cloud, or FedRAMP-certified solutions. Clients include DHS Headquarters and FEMA, House of Representatives, Department of Labor and DC.gov. Our team has extensive experience in legacy migration. We can also provide deeply discounted infrastructure licenses.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Excelicon provides planning, programming, budgeting, execution processes and strategic consulting for DHS HQ and FEMA, CMS, House of Representatives, and HUD, allowing them to make informed decisions, see tangible results, and accomplish broader scope through our client-focused management approach within budget and deadlines. Our Management Consulting practice includes Advisory Services, Program/Project Management Office (PMO), Financial and Acquisition Support such as Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC), IT Investment Management (ITIM), and Technology Business Management (TBM).

TRAINING
Excelicon provides exceptional Federal and Commercial trainings to DHS Headquarters and FEMA, House of Representatives, CMS, US Army, and others. Courses include Agile basics, application and implementation, Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC), IT Investment Management (ITIM), and Technology Business Management (TBM). Excelicon is an authorized Kofax Education partner.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Excelicon provides Agile DevOps that allow clients to claim tangible results in a short time, respond to evolving user needs, and provide corrective action with minimal cost impact. Our Agile Services also include Agile Transformation and Implementation Strategy and Agile advocacy and stakeholder outreach. Our team has significant experience all aspects of Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) processes.
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